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the color profiler wizard uses the information from the reference colors to create a color profile for
the specific media that you selected. the wizard will then show you the color settings that you can

choose for the media type that you selected. offers a complete tool kit to build, test and manage icc
profiles for your new media workflow, from color calibration to color management, including profiles

for photoshop, adobe premiere, fcp and final cut pro x, adobe indesign, and more. with the color
profiler option, you can quickly create, edit and optimize icc profiles to quickly and easily correct the
color from your editing and production workflow, and print consistently. no matter what your editing
and production workflow, the color profiler option works with the most recent adobe premiere pro,
fcp x, apple final cut pro x, apple motion, adobe indesign, and adobe photoshop. whether you are
preparing files for output to 4k ultra hd, or printing images in 4k or 8k, the color profiler option can
automatically create, edit and optimize icc profiles for 4k or 8k, and generate spot color profiles for
your business. a professional color management system gives you the best flexibility and control

over color throughout your workflow to ensure that you have the tools you need to produce
consistently superior output. maximize your color options with this suite to match your color

standards and easily print high quality color images. the fiery pro color profiler option is the ideal
solution for rapid color management for adobe premiere pro, adobe after effects, and adobe
photoshop. this option works with a variety of color devices including color video and video

processors, monitors, displays, and printers.
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successful printing businesses consistently identify one overwhelming factor in their success solid,
end-to-end control of their operation. efis print mis/erp solutions provide this control, collecting,

organising and presenting information in a format that improves communication, speeds production,
reduces errors, and boosts throughput. efiproductivity suites the profiler option is part of the color
profiler suite based on the renowned fiery color profiler suite. the advanced tool set provides quick
and easy icc and device-link profile creation that produces the highest quality results every time,

increasing your customer satisfaction. the option enables you to inspect, edit and optimize profiles
plus compare profile gamuts giving you ultimate control over your color output. with c-print optical
output devices, the choice of output method is primarily based on the manufacturer. most printers
support both the red (r), green (g) and blue (b) colors, so you can make a color print by using the

appropriate settings for each of these colors. you can adjust the color balance with an optical print
device, with a device like an illuminator. this will allow you to alter the colors in each of the rgb

channels. profiling of printed inkjet prints is the most common way to do this. this typically requires a
color scanner, which converts the color information in the print into a digital form. there are a wide
variety of applications that scan or convert the printed images to the digital space. some are free,
while others are available for a fee. in the case of scanned images, you may use either a flatbed or

high-speed scanner. there are also some printable imaging devices, such as the océ art image print,
which can be used to make the same type of conversions. the most common way to convert the

color information in the print to the digital space is with a scanner, which converts the color
information in the print into a digital form. you can use either a flatbed or high-speed scanner.
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